Why you need
Mobile Guardian
at School

Safe, secure
and managed IT

At Mobile Guardian we understand that the growing number of
electronic devices you need to manage brings with it a growing
number of challenges, including an increased amount of IT budget
and support.
That’s why we have developed a device agnostic Mobile Device
Management (MDM) platform to deliver an unsurpassed, secure
learning environment that simplifies digital classroom management,
saving teachers time and enhancing student learning.

iOS

Chromebook

We deliver a platform that facilitates parent inclusion, to both
share knowledge and ensure that device management and
learning are not confined to the classroom.
Our cloud-based technology has been developed specifically
for education. That’s why we have not just one, but three
interactive dashboards – allowing the IT team, Teachers and
Parents to access the information they require without being
overwhelmed by irrelevant data.
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OUR INNOVATIVE SYSTEM ENABLES YOU TO:
• Share control and simplify device management for
IT departments
• Centralise management, diagnostics and monitoring
across mobile devices

Why Mobile Guardian for Schools
For the education establishment, Mobile Guardian delivers a
myriad of benefits and features for multiple stakeholders.
Our mobile device management (MDM) platform gives Teachers,
IT administrators and Parents total oversight of all the tablets and
smartphones their students and children use.

• Bolster your e-safety strategy and support OFSTED
compliance with included web filtering
• Enable pre-configuration and application distribution
• Deliver time-saving, lesson planning tools for teachers
• Create a balance between policies and restrictions
to create responsible digital students

With the intuitive, dashboard-driven interface it is both quick and
easy to determine how devices are being used and where they
are, whilst simplifying application control and providing a safe
online environment.
Mobile Guardian allows schools to extend the reach of mobile
technology into the home, creating a boundless and safe
learning environment for their students and delivering full
visibility and inclusion to parents.

MOBILE GUARDIAN:

Safeguard students, empower
teachers and offer parental inclusion

• Provides sophisticated geofence & location services
to locate students and their devices at any time

With Mobile Guardian, schools can manage, track, secure
and protect all education related devices, whether on school
property or off-campus. They will also safeguard students and
deliver an engaging digital curriculum.

• Significantly reduces lost devices and simplifies
inventory management

Support IT with shared
administration

• Places digital classroom control in the hands
of teachers

• Delivers granular reports on online activity
and device use

• Reduces cyber bullying with robust security policies
For the IT department, Mobile Guardian delivers an intuitive
platform to create multiple policies per device and shared
administration access across numerous departments. So whilst
supporting Teachers and Educators, our technology also frees
up IT support time by sharing control.

Try it now for free
Start your 14 day free trial today

• Supports parents and creates transparency across
all stakeholders
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